"Ruddigore" Scores Hit In Binghamton and Ithaca

Binghamton Audiences Voice Unanimous Approval

Presenting the Ithaca College pro-

cesses for the Binghamton West Junior High School, the production sponsored by the Monday Night Club of the West Presbyterian church. Both performances were attended by large and enthusiastic approval of two splendid presenta-

tions. In many respects "Ruddigore" surpassed last year's "Pirates," it was

The afternoon showing, headed by ke:

Hattie, Mervin, Benzo, Tim, Ymman, Kettle, Ingals, and Min-

ers, fell short of the mark made by the evening performance. Monday

night's audience witnessed an oper-

etta indeed, they were of the performers lead by the audience.

Rogers Lyon and Mr. Walter Rob-

erts, exhibited a splendid furtherance

of the activities begun by former

measure, to "Ruddigore's" finished

works equal those of Binghamton, it

might well be said that that 1936

Oklahoma Court Rules

premune court has ruled after a

favorable impression on

the Ithaca Rotary Club at their week-

meeting on February 19. To quote

Dr. Job Returns

From Convention

Dr. Leonidas B. Job attended the

sixtieth annual convention of the

Department of Supervision of the

National Education Association held in Salt Lake City February

20 and 21. The

prominent event was the giving of a faculty

tea at the Delta Phi house. Service

was rendered for the Seniors.

The gala "A Perspective of the Hebrew Race

Literature." During the last few years, and warrants re-

commending this particular evening, and serves

to the audience with a

great deal of

preparation. The characterizations, (Continued on page 2)

Graduate Cast

to Play in "Deborah" Revival

At the final performance of "Rud-

jorel," the Drama depart-

ment is preparing to start inten-

sive rehearsals for Walter Charles Roberts' "Deborah," which was given its

premiere here at Ithaca College four years ago. "Deborah" proves to be one of the

outstanding Ithaca College produc-

tions in recent years, and promises re-

marking. The cast has been selected

and is customary there will be two

acts, playing alternate performances.

However, the present cast will include

graduating students who took part in the

production of the play. The original produc-

tions lifted the chorus to a

prominence in the entertainment.

It was brilliant both in its music

and a junior have

given to the audience with a

great deal of

preparation. He supported the thesis that

proper financial support involves co-

port. He supported the thesis that

local districts

have absolute control of education.

However, in this instance, the one

actress, who has achieved the entertain-

ment of Hebrew classics down through mod-

ern times.

Although one of the lesser

plays, "Deborah" offers a splendid

opportunity for cooperation between dif-

ferent departments of the college, such as

the arts, sciences, and engineering.

On March 14, Elizabeth Lasher, a senior in the Department of Speech,

and Donna will read "The Royal Family of Broadway" by Rogers
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Cubs Win Final Game Against Corfam

The yearling Cubs won their final game of the season on Thursday night by a score of 37-35, in a preliminary to the conference championship. This was quite a reversal from the previous three situations. Chicago showed quite a re- vamped form—more than it has shown throughout the season. The playing was very good, and the Cubs played very well in the second period, after a time-out was called. This showed the superiority of their team compared with that of Corfam. Coach Riley used his entire squad in the game this time. Mr. Yeats will be strengthened on his varsity squad next year by at least one of the conditioned members of the Freshman team. Kincaid, Baker and a few others will be fighting for a berth on next春天's varsity squad.

Answers To Exams

Foremost City—Answers on Strange Facts

Foremost City, Ia.

The Freshmen at Waldham College here have invented a list of new facts for a science exam. Recent reviews

The excellent points consisted of these facts:

1. Shelly unfortunately died while demonstrating an experiment a week or two before rest in the one which the Man had

2. Dido means the same, and is really represented by Dido marks. This was the "Orange Song" which consisted of the words, exactly

3. Romen and Juliet are an ex-

4. Milton wrote "Paradise Lost" at the age of 35. Mr. Dodge.

5. "Paradise Regained." It was then he wrote "Travels with Donker.

6. Robert Louis Stevenson got

7. Robin Hood was a great

8. A yolk is the way people talk to each other in the Alps.

9. Rural life is found mostly in

10. A corpse is a dead lady.

De Vo Arrangements Played

Joseph DeVo, former Ithaca College

This was also the first time that a graduate cast. Opposite him in

Graduate Cast To Play

The Ithacan: March 6, 1936

Penobscot Claims

Hollywood To Be

Estayer Than New York

Brock Penobscot, member of the cast of Macbeth of the Lincoln Theater Association, and a graduate of the University of Arizona that it is easier to get in Hollywood than it is on the
dream through the movie world.

Mr. Penobscot, who gave Helen Morgan and Walter Huston and Montgomery "first shots on the screen" who were critically praised at the theater before becoming a producer. He says to "The New York Times," that any young actor who skycraps his way to Hollywood "wouldn't make the grade when they came back to the stage of life."

He explained; "It is easier to go before the microphone for short "takes" of a few seconds or minutes duration than it is to sustain a stage performance. The microphone amplifies so much that actors with little experience may appear to fill the movies, when in reality they would be pulling strings and telling lights.

We are happy to announce that Walter Charles Roberts' "Dame Deborah" when presented in the Little Theatre in April.

Pemberton Plans

Unusual Demonstration

Given By L. Libowitz

"(Continued from page 1)"-inch trux, were formed in gesture and speech.

"The Dybbuk," an old Jewish Classic, disclosed a drama connecting the real and supernatural world—"the story of a soul in search of a resting place, finally coming to

The central theme of "The Dybbuk" was "the idea of the fathers are visited upon the children." A fine characterization

Skyeck, in the "Merchant of Venice," an equitably fine characterization of one of England's most famous prime ministers, Disraeli, and an ex-

On the programs, the words "house of hospitality" followed, "Le Travail meaning "To Zo," a prayer typical of the hebrew race concluded Mrs. Libowitz's well-rounded program.

Merton should be made

"The Dybbuk," said recently in a statement to the Associated Press that "it is easier to

by in Hollywood than it is on the

by in Hollywood than it is on the

to shame. People

The poor people scraped,

The excellence of this Senior

Mr. Pemberton will be able to attend the next Sunday of Walter Charles Roberts' "Dame Deborah" when presented in the Little Theatre in April.

\n
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**Answers To Exams**

**Foremost City—Answers on Strange Facts**

**Foremost City, Ia.**

The Freshmen at Waldham College here have invented a list of new facts for a science exam. Recent reviews 

A yolk is the way people talk to each other in the Alps. Rural life is found mostly in Stock chestras.

A corpse is a dead lady.

1. Shelly unfortunately died while demonstrating an experiment a week or two before rest in the one which the Man had

2. Dido means the same, and is really represented by Dido marks. This was the "Orange Song" which consisted of the words, exactly

3. Romen and Juliet are an exception.

4. Milton wrote "Paradise Lost" at the age of 35. Mr. Dodge.

5. "Paradise Regained." It was then he wrote "Travels with Donker.

6. Robert Louis Stevenson got

7. Robin Hood was a great chief, and who lived on

8. A yolk is the way people talk to each other in the Alps.

9. Rural life is found mostly in Stock chestras.

10. A corpse is a dead lady.

**De Vo Arrangements Played**

Joseph DeVo, former Ithaca College

**Graduate Cast To Play**

In "Deborah" Revival (Covered from page one)

Mr. Pemberton

The opposite role Miss Margaret Horton will play Deborah. It is expected that Edna Whitaker, famed for her characteristics in Ithaca College productions, and particularly for the role of the Enigma in "Drum Debby," will return to play the part in the graduate cast. Opposite him in the regular role will be Michael Tunes. Others who played in the first performances and who will be played again are Arthur Rowland, Sally Osborne, Frances Batterman Powers, John Brown, and Betty Robson.

This is the first day that a graduate cast has been used here, and it is hoped that it will prove both interesting and helpful to present students to whom it is now almost impossible.

The present dates set for the performances are April 22, 23, 24, and May 1. Mr. Chadwick has designed a setting based in some particular characteristic of the old design for the professional production. The announcement will be made in every detail, and the people concerned frequently portrayed. As usual, the costumes will be supplied by Mrs. Kennedy, and will not lack for

The play is to be directed by the author, assisted by Edward F. Flin

**STATE**

**The Ithacan:** March 6, 1936

**Penobscot Claims**

Hollywood To Be Easier Than New York

Brock Penobscot, member of the cast of Macbeth of the Lincoln Theater Association, and a graduate of the University of Arizona, is a member of the prominent Penobscot family that gives its name to the Penobscot tribe. As an American, how can the Penobscot family be represented by Dido marks? This was the "Orange Song" which consisted of the words, exactly

All points of the gradient, such as the middle class, the rich in vice, and the cringing to the rich, are considered in this verse.

The days are held on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons of each week, one at 3:15 to 4:15 and the following game at 4:15 to 5:30. The day games are on Tuesday, March 7.

The affecting of the yearling and instamatic gamblers, some have been

The excellence of this Senior Demonstration is a more favorable reflection on Mr. Sidney Land, who so aptly noticed Miss Libowitz's preparation of her program as an advisor and critic.
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**A Frosh Finds Himself**

The idea prevalent in the Frosh-man class of drama students, that they are acting out what they come from, is, at least, what they expect. One of the Froshes, Charles G. Richards, of Augustana College, says: "I haven't learned one thing about acting," he continues, "yet I know that I have made decided progress. This is because I am to be true to my own observations. Personal insecurity is difficult because the knowledge gained is logically abstract and consequently not easy to use. If one can't take stock of himself, why not ask some friends (trend in dramatics is of course youthful) and try to find the answer.

There is also the complaint to the effect that we are told countless things to do, but are given nothing specific to work upon. This is true, but we must remember that our faults are in evidence and the qualities we lack are not. Would it be possible that someone could look up to us and recognize in us what we ought to become?

This brings us to another conclusion, that each must work out his own course of study and follow it as religiously as he would to his time-worn, time-honored customs, until the light dawns that we are not going to teach you. You have to learn it yourself, by watching others, by urging, instructing, filling your own bag of tricks, close observation—constantly watching and learning.

At the annual spring initiation the date for which has not yet been announced. At that time, Mr. Leon J. A. Sampols, of the faculty, will add a new member to the organization.

**QUOTABLE QUOTES**

*By Associated College Press*

"The secreted man has proved a constructive force and at the same time a conservative force in the state, a background of humble council and a stamp of courage."—Rutland Bridge.

"As long as he is disinterested in his own work and aims must necessarily prevail in the general tone of drama, the college has found what they predicted."—Charles G. Richards.

"If one can't take stock of himself, why not ask some friends (the trend of dramatics is of course youthful) and try to find the answer.

**Junior Prom**

**AT LAST!**

**The Greatest Event In Three Years**

**Dance With Carley Johnson's Orchestra**

At The Bank Building

Frosh & Sophs - $1.25
Juniors - $1.00
Seniors - $0.00

**MARCH 17**

**10-2**

---

The Chicago Tribune News Service

"Today men are not employed because they hold a college degree, and society has been forced to look for spiritual values in the character of educated men. Many colleges have been related to a leader's parallel, with the students looking only for good positions and social standing from their education."—Clarence M. Glazebrook, President of Augustana College (Sioux Falls, S. D.), inferring importance of college degree has decreased because college men still are not employed because they hold a college degree.

"I am in heavy favor with you young people when you can and should encourage them, but do not express yourself in matters of educational, business and government, that they can do as you please, under the university's protection, under the Constitution or in religion's protection."

*President Roosevelt to a youth group*.
On Monday night, March 2nd at the Binghamton Elks Club the attraction of the Binghamton District held a dinner meeting. The dinner was well attended and the speaking representatives present from the classes, President James Kawasaki of the Binghamton Club presided and there were short talks given by Mrs. R. B. Lyon, Dean Ida A. Powell, and Assistant Secretary Robert Jones. Plans were made at this meeting for another gathering to be held in Binghamton in the late spring. After the dinner the entire group attended the Binghamton College Orchestra that was presented at the West Side Junior High School.

Word comes in from Thirza M. Sutherland of the Class of 1927 that she is now making a survey of Music Education in the English Schools. She has been in England since September 1935 and will not return to this country until late spring. After graduating from Ithaca College Miss Sutherland earned her Master of Arts degree from Western Reserve University.

For A Short of the Class of 1932, English teaching at the Sherburne Central High School. He reports that he has fine success with the James Regina.

Edward R. Schwartz of the Class of 1932, and one of the outstanding business men of recent years at Ithaca College, is appearing in a several musical programmes in Buffalo and Binghamton. Early this season he sang with the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra. Mr. Schwartz is Music Supervisor at Bata, New York.

Gor Schiller, who is one of our graduates and further interactions in the School of Music of New York's finest accomplishments according to affirmative reports. Miss Sichler is appearing on February 21st at the MacDowell Club of New York and on March 4th at the Teachers' College, Columbia University. Her work has been endorsed by leading teachers throughout America and the Continents. Lady Woolf, wife of Sir John Woolf, Land is one of her ardent admirers.

The Alumni Office recently received a copy of Elizabeth Merri, McCarney's new novel, "A Place
Compliments of THE SPORTS SHOP

"Best Place to Trade"

We are prepared to do our best
to serve you Musically.

Hickey Lyceum Music Store
185-109 South Cayuga St.

"A Complete Musical Service"

BUSES FOR CHARTER
For All Occasions
STORAGE WASHING GAS TOWELS LUBRICATION

DEAN OF CAYUGAN
Ithaca, N. Y.

Take Five

In the midst of a busy work week people are still finding time for those delightful little get-togethers that even the most peripatetic need...
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ALUMNI NEWS

WE DO NOT COBBLE

Joseph Costentini

Dry Cleaning Special! 10c Sole
1 Dress Shoe—Another 1c
1 Coat Shoe—Another 1c
1 Suit Shoe—Another 1c
1 Sale

Cash & Carry Cleaners
138 West State St.

When you buy your Drugs and
general needs in a reputable
Pharmacy you are sure to get
quality value. We have earned
our reputation by stocking only
highest grade medicaments
and our prices are not higher.

A. B. Brooks & Son
Pharmaceuticals

Hand in snapshots at the CAYUGAN OFFICE before
MARCH 15th.

MAYERS Smoke Shop
Specialising in Good Pipes
Dunhill, Conny, G. B. D., Kaywoodie, Denworth, B.B.B.
Pipe Repairs, Numerals

MAYERS SMOKE SHOP
Ralph C. Smith, Prop.

WE REBUILD

Follow the crowd after you see "Rodriguez"

The Monarch

At State & Tioga

The Cayugan

JUNIOR MARCH 17

COMPLIMENTS OF THE SPORTS SHOP

Boil's Flowerdale
Next to Ithaca Hotel
We Telegraph Flowers

MAYERS

Smoke Shop

Diaper Washing

Deposit Insurance
Snaps at the

Hand in snapshots at the CAYUGAN OFFICE before
MARCH 15th.

"Best Place to Trade"

We are prepared to do our best
to serve you Musically.

Hickey Lyceum Music Store
185-109 South Cayuga St.

"A Complete Musical Service"

BUSES FOR CHARTER
For All Occasions
STORAGE WASHING GAS TOWELS LUBRICATION

DEAN OF CAYUGAN
Ithaca, N. Y.
The Corner Bookstore
REMEMBER-RAND TYPEWRITERS
Elek, Bovera, Remington

Old and New BOOKS
Text and General
Used and New TYPEWRITERS
For Rent and Sale

Engraving
Stationery
Envelopes

JAMES LYNCH COAL CO.

The March Sale of
DRY CLEANING
is now on
"Cleaning that Keeps up to Quality"

Not down to a price
LOCKWOOD-HEATH
CLEANERS INC.
211 East Seneca
Tel. 2751

FOR DIGESTION'S SAKE—smoke Camels

Smoking Camel Cigarettes Aids in Assuring
Natural Digestive Action

"Hurry—hurry-hurry" seems to be the order of the day. People
gathered from the breakfast to the late meal. Tension finds the
weak spot, as it often does in digestion. Smoking
Camels can help you to digest your meal. And,
a cigarette every hour is better than just
eating. Have your Camel cigarettes handy!

MAIL GOES THROUGH!
It's often a struggle for F. E. Fowler on your
meals, Salads,

Dignified Atmosphere

Victoria Inn
109 N. Cayuga St.

We serve Regular Meals, Salads, Light Lunches,

Dressed Atmosphere

The David Quigg

For Rent and Sale

The North Side
Pharmacy
507 N. Cayuga St.

For Digestion's sake—smoke Camels

THE FAMOUS GOLD COAST DINING ROOM—Chicago. Here the famous, delicate smoke of Camel cigarettes is offered to
smokers of all ages. Camel cigarettes are just as popular as their
famous maltese dominoes. The famous "goat" of those cigarettes,
so loved by the smokers of America, is now in the East. Camel
cigarettes have long been known as the cigarettes of the best
people. They are a real treat, and are sure to be
popular wherever they are offered.

TUNE IN! Camels Rigged to Win
Carly Stevens, Walter O'Keefe, Donnie Ross, Fred Hays, Glen
Gray and the Casa Loma Caravan

COSTLIER TOBACCOs!
Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS—Turkish and Domestic—than any other popular brand.
Operetta Surpasses

R. A. HEGGIE & BRO. CO.
Manufacturing Jewelers

Ithaca New York

Operetta Surpasses

Last Night's Cast Show Fineness

In last night's performance probably the outstanding characterization was contributed by Marlin Morette as Robin Oakapple. Morette has an unusual comedy sense and manner of delivering lines not often found in operetta. His character Robin was a wretched villainous in contrast to the more tender Robin, and carried his role, particularly in the singing, confidently and with an air of assurance that was exceptionally well done.

As Rose Maybud, Betty Keling showed tremendous improvement over her work in Purrense last year. It was at times, difficult to understand her lines, but her solo work was excellent, and worthy of comment.

As Mad Margaret as played by Laura Smeester was particularly mad, and expressive. Like Miss Kenney, in Wednesday's cast, Miss Smeester did her best work on the solo in the first act. With a little more experience she should be a valuable asset to any Ithaca College operetta.

Mary Margaret Ingalls as Daisa Hannah was fairly convincing, but at times, difficult to understand her experiences. Pauline Vroman displayed a clear soprano voice, not unpleasant to the ear, and did well with the few opportunities afforded her.

As in Wednesday's performance, the chorus work was especially superior, and lent definite background for the action of the operetta. Last night's cast will play again on Saturday night, and the performance will be one of the highlights of the season.

On the air -

WEDNESDAY: SADIE HARDY
SATURDAY: SANDY KIPLING

Rothschild’s

...and Chesterfields are usually there...
...it’s a corking good cigarette

Chesterfield

Outstanding... for mildness
... for better taste

"The Swellest"
"Shirt Tale
Ever Told"

Pre-Shrunk
Manhattan
Shirts

$1.95

Men’s Shop — Main Floor

THE NEW
ROTHSCHILD’S

JAKE MAHOOL HAIRCUTS

MEN — WOMEN — CHILDREN

35c

Easy to remember

2 3 6 4
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